Why are Doctors with Wood FIR Saunas
in their homes - buying the Relax Sauna ?
We are often meeting people at conferences who own a $5000 Wooden Infrared sauna and
are reluctant to try the Relax Sauna. However when then actually get into the Relax Sauna
and feel the difference, they often are quite amazed and impressed with the efficiency and
overall feeling of the Relax Sauna, AND ... how quickly it heats up (30 seconds). We have
sold over 50 Saunas in the last year to individuals with wood FIR Saunas in their homes.
The Relax Sauna emits over 95% pure FAR INFRARED RAY ENERGY, whereas the amount of
pure Far Infrared Energy that all other Infrared saunas emit is betwen 35 & 60%. And ....
With the Relax Sauna, you don’t need to preheat it. You can feel it “Instantly.”
The patented semi-conductor chips , which took 10 years to invent, filter out the spaceheater, and non-healing frequencies that do not penetrate the body. Only the penetrating
Far Infrared Rays cause the water molecules to pulsate. And that is one of the reasons why
the Relax Sauna feels so much better. The silver tent acts as a mirror for the FIR light, and
that is why you get an EVEN Distribution of the Healing Light throughout your whole body.

What do Relax Sauna owners like about it ?
In the Relax sauna you can keep your head out. It is
also very comfortable to duck your head and enjoy a
total body sweat. So you have the choice !
Many love the small foot print (32” x 33”) that the
Relax Sauna carries. It can go fit anywhere. 3 or 4
saunas can easily fit into a “Special Relax Sauna
Room” in your clinic or office !
The portability of the Relax Sauna is also a Big Plus.
You can carry it over your shoulder in the carrying
bag that comes with it, or it can easily fit in a suit
case. A very comfortable chair comes with the
Relax Sauna.
The Fact that it takes 30 seconds for you to feel the
healing Far Infrared Light in the Relax Sauna, and
that you can have a very profuse sweat in only 20
minutes is a GREAT PLUS.
Try the Relax Sauna & Experience the Difference !
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